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What are the fundamental limitations of reconstructing the properties of dark energy, given cos-
mological observations in the quasilinear regime in a range of redshifts, to be as precise as required?
The aim of this paper is to address this question by constructing model-independent observables,
while completely ignoring practical problems of real-world observations. Non-Gaussianities already
present in the initial conditions are not directly accessible from observations, because of a perfect
degeneracy with the non-Gaussianities arising from the (weakly) nonlinear matter evolution in gen-
eralized dark energy models. By imposing a specific set of evolution equations that should cover a
range of dark energy cosmologies, we find, however, a constraint equation for the linear structure
growth rate f1 expressed in terms of model-independent observables. Entire classes of dark energy
models which do not satisfy this constraint equation could be ruled out, and for models satisfying
it we could reconstruct e.g. the nonlocal bias parameters b1 and b2.
PACS numbers: 98.80.Es, 04.50.Kd, 95.36.+x
I. INTRODUCTION
Gravity is a nonlinear phenomenon that is also respon-
sible for today’s observed large-scale structure. On large
scales, gravitational interactions should be close to lin-
ear, even if there are significant non-Gaussian features in
the initial conditions for structure formation. The linear-
ity of gravitational interactions on large scales is mainly
due to a suppressed interaction rate of energy fluctua-
tions close to the causality horizon. On smaller scales
gravitational interactions grow exponentially and we ob-
serve nonlinear amplifications of over- and underdensi-
ties, accompanied by increasing tidal interactions. How-
ever, there should be an intermediate regime where lin-
ear theory provides a reasonably good approximation of
the underlying physics, and nonlinearities can be viewed
as a small perturbation to it. This is what we call the
quasilinear regime, where we expect that a theory that
includes the leading nonlinearities should deliver better
approximations as opposed to a strictly linear analysis.
Cosmological structures such as filaments, clusters and
voids emerge on scales that connect also such intermedi-
ate scales. Galaxies are tracers of the underlying matter
distribution, and the explicit bias relation is unknown.
Generally, galaxy bias could depend on the scale and on
nonlocal physical processes, such as galaxy formation and
hydrodynamical interactions, whose specific mechanisms
are not yet comprehensively understood. Simplified bias
models such as the local model can be very accurate,
especially on large scales, but need to be revised when
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investigating cosmological models beyond ΛCDM. The
reason for the necessary revision is that departures from
ΛCDM usually imply scale-dependent matter growth,
which also renders the bias to be scale dependent and
nonlocal (see [1] for a review).
Dark energy (DE) could affect all of the above. So
far the simple ΛCDM model has been remarkably suc-
cessful at explaining a host of astrophysical observations
on a wealth of scales, but more sophisticated DE models
are not ruled out and should be further investigated [2–
4]. Much effort has been made to understand DE and
possible modifications at the level of background, lin-
ear and weakly nonlinear perturbation observables, often
with the premiss to fix a particular DE model and inves-
tigate the resulting phenomenological consequences (e.g.
[5–12]). In the literature there are also many approaches
to investigate DE modifications in a model independent
way [13–24], but they are usually restricted to the linear
regime. One of the tasks of the present study is to ex-
tend the model-independent approach by allowing weak
nonlinearities in the analysis.
Quasilinear observables probe quasilinear scales, and
on very large scales where the physics is linear, quasilin-
ear observables should deliver, to a very good approxi-
mation, the same answers as linear observables. By also
allowing weak nonlinearities in our model-independent
analysis, we of course not only provide access to more
scales, but also introduce many more unknowns that
should be taken into account. Such unknowns could
arise from e.g. the bias model or the weakly nonlin-
ear matter evolution within the DE model. Further-
more, also non-Gaussian modifications could be present
already in the initial conditions of structure formation.
These modifications are usually dubbed as primordial
non-Gaussianity (PNG), and in the present paper we
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2refrain to use any simplified parametrization of PNG.
Rather we show, amongst other things, that PNG and
non-Gaussianities arising from the weakly nonlinear mat-
ter evolution are indistinguishable, because of a perfect
degeneracy in DE models. However, by going beyond lin-
ear order we derive new observables that constrain the
combined effect of gravity and PNG and, furthermore,
find a novel constraint equation that also gives insight
into the linear regime of structure formation — much
more insight than could be achieved in a strictly linear
analysis.
In the present paper, which is closest in the spirit of
Ref. [21], we completely ignore practical problems of ac-
tual observations, such as survey geometry and we as-
sume good-enough statistics. Thus, we investigate a
vastly idealized scenario with the aim of obtaining the
fundamental limitations of reconstructing the properties
of DE cosmologies.
This paper is organized as follows. In the following
section we outline the theoretical assumptions and ap-
proximations that we use in this paper. In Sec. III we
apply our assumptions and approximations and develop
the weakly nonlinear framework for generalized DE mod-
els. Sections IV–VI introduce various statistical estima-
tors that are used to connect the theory with galaxy and
weak gravitational lensing observations. Readers who
like to skip the technical details should at least read the
short Sec. IV where we explain our methodology that we
apply throughout this paper. Then, in Sec. VII we re-
port a selection of quasilinear observables from the sta-
tistical estimators (see Appendix B for a complete list
of observables). We derive equations that deliver model-
independent constraints of several unknowns in Sec. VIII.
Our constraint equations, although being based on fairly
general assumptions, still rely on a given class of theoret-
ical models that should hold for many DE cosmologies in
a suitable range of cosmological scales. We do not rule
out the possibility that theoretical improvements could
allow to extend the validity regime of our analysis, and
in Sec. IX we sketch a few of such theoretical avenues.
Finally, we conclude in X.
We adopt metric signature (−+ + +), cosmic time is
t and its corresponding partial derivative is the overdot,
while a prime denotes a partial derivative with respect
to the time variable N = ln a, where a = (1 + z)−1 is
the cosmic scale factor and z the redshift. The sub-
script 0 denotes present time. If not otherwise stated,
the functional dependence in Fourier space is with re-
spect to k = |k|. The shorthands k12 and k123 stand for
k1+k2 and k1+k2+k3, respectively, and we make use of
the integral shorthand notation
∫
d3k12 =
∫
d3k1
∫
d3k2.
For a given function F(ki,kj) that depends on two wave
vectors ki and kj where i, j 3 {1, 2, 3} and i 6= j,
the shorthand Feq denotes equilateral dependence for
which k1 = k2 = k3 ≡ k. We apply a similar short-
hand F sqij ≡ F sq(ki,kj) for triangle dependences in the
squeezed limit, where k1 = k2 ≡ k and k3 = ∆k, and
∆k/k → 0.
II. ASSUMPTIONS & APPROXIMATIONS
In the present work the considered departures from
ΛCDM are described by two free functions, the first being
a modification of the source term in the Poisson equation
(usually dubbed Y (z; k)), and the second being a modifi-
cation of the gravitational lensing potential (often called
Σ(z; k)). Such deviations occur for example in modified
theories of gravity or coupled DE models (see e.g. [2]).
Regarding the asssumptions on the underlying geometry
and matter content of the Universe, we impose that:
(a) The background geometry of the Universe is well
described by a Friedmann–Lemaˆıtre–Robertson–
Walker metric; its evolution is parametrized by the
cosmic scale factor a(t). The Hubble parameter
H = a˙/a is governed by the Friedmann equation
H2 −H20 Ωk0a−2 =
1
3
(ρ¯m + ρ¯x) (1)
(setting 8piG = 1), where H0 and Ωk0 are, respec-
tively, the present day values of the Hubble parame-
ter and curvature, ρ¯m ∼ a−3 is the background den-
sity of matter, and ρ¯x is the combined background
density of an unspecified modification of gravity.
Background observations can generally measure
H(z) up to a multiplicative constant (see e.g., [21]),
and, thus, we assume in the following that the di-
mensionless Hubble function E(z) ≡ H(z)/H0 is an
observable. Combining measurements of the lumi-
nosity or angular-diameter distance with H(z), we
can furthermore determine Ωk0 [25]. By contrast,
it is impossible to measure Ωm0 without invoking
an explicit parametrization for ρ¯x, as the problem
is perfectly degenerated [26].
(b) The matter content (i.e., dark matter and baryons)
is exposed to an identical gravitational force and
moves on geodesics described by a given metric the-
ory. This assumption in particular restricts our
approach to sufficiently large scales where bary-
onic feedback is negligible. For example, in a
ΛCDM universe, baryons affect the velocity diver-
gence power spectrum of dark matter by less than
1% at scales larger than 0.5h/Mpc [27].
Probing very large scales requires a careful assess-
ment of so-called secondary effects that naturally
arise in metric theories of gravity. For example, in
ΛCDM which is based on general relativity, such
secondary effects are relativistic corrections that
appear at the matter level [28], through radiation
[29], or through light-cone effects [30]. It is beyond
the scope of this paper to incorporate such effects,
and we, thus, restrict our analysis to the subhorizon
regime to minimize its contamination. Relativistic
corrections in the initial conditions, however, could
generate nonzero intrinsic bispectra, which we do
allow in our analysis; see (e).
3(c) We are interested in the cosmological evolution of
a single-stream matter fluid within the quasilin-
ear regime where perturbation theory should give
meaningful results. We only take the leading non-
linearities into account and consequently ignore any
loop contributions. This implies that we only need
to go up to second order in the fluid variables, i.e.,
δm = δm1 + δm2 , θm = θm1 + θm2 , (2)
where δm ≡ (ρm−ρ¯m)/ρ¯m is the matter density con-
trast and θm ≡ ∇ · vm the divergence of a rescaled
peculiar velocity vm ≡ vm,pec/(aH). In the fol-
lowing section we provide some evolution equations
for these fluid variables, although explicit evolution
equations are only required for Sec. VIII when we
derive a novel constraint equation.
The theoretical tools used in this paper are based
on standard perturbation theory (SPT) [31]. Sev-
eral theoretical models in the literature exist that
could push the validity of the perturbative descrip-
tion to more nonlinear scales. We defer the discus-
sion about such avenues to Sec. IX.
(d) We apply the so-called plane-parallel limit when
projecting fluid variables from real-space coordi-
nates x to redshift-space coordinates s [32],
s = x+∇−2∇zθ , (3)
where the inverse Laplacian is with respect to the
real-space coordinates. For the bias relation be-
tween matter and galaxy, we allow the bias function
to be scale and time dependent. This means that
the galaxy density can be written as δg = δg1 + δg2,
which is in Fourier space [33]
δg1(z;k) = b1δm1 , (4a)
δg2(z;k) = b1δm2 +
1
2
∫
d3k′
(2pi)3
b2(k
′,k − k′)
× δm1(k′) δm1(k − k′) , (4b)
where, again, the unknown bias functions b1 and
b2 are generally scale and time dependent. By
virtue of assumption (b), we assume that there is
no bias between the matter and galaxy velocity, i.e.,
vm = vg.
(e) Although there is currently no sign of any signif-
icant nonzero primordial non-Gaussianity (PNG),
we allow in the present analysis for the most general
deviation of Gaussian initial conditions, that is we
do not invoke any parametrization of PNG. Rather
we assume that there exists a possible nonzero in-
trinsic matter bispectrum,
〈δm1δm1δm1〉c ∼ Bm111(z;k1,k2,k3) , (5)
which is related in some arbitrary way to the initial
curvature perturbation on superhorizon scales. For
example, Bm111 could originate from PNG of the
local type in which case one would expect large con-
tributions to the bispectrum in the squeezed limit.
We neglect PNG contributions to the initial trispec-
trum and higher-order correlators, as they usually
involve loop corrections; see assumption (c).
III. EQUATIONS IN REAL & REDSHIFT SPACE
Let us apply the above assumptions and approxima-
tions, and set up the respective equations, firstly in real
space and then redshift space. Although not required
for the bulk part of this paper (except Sec. VIII), let us
assume the following explicit fluid equations for matter,
δ′m +∇ · (1 + δm)vm = 0 , (6a)
v′m + (vm · ∇)vm = −
(
2 +
H ′
H
)
vm −∇Ψ . (6b)
Here δm ≡ (ρm − ρ¯m)/ρ¯m is the matter density contrast
and vm ≡ vm,pec/(aH) the rescaled peculiar velocity of
matter, H the Hubble parameter, a prime denotes a par-
tial derivative with respect to the time variable N = ln a,
and a is the cosmic scale factor itself determined by the
Friedmann equation (1). We make use of the modified
Poisson equation,
∇2Ψ(x) = 3
2
Ωm
∫
d3y Y (x− y) δm(y) , (6c)
where Y is a scale- and time-dependent clustering func-
tion. The function Y is by definition equal to unity in
a universe that is prescribed by a cosmological constant
(Λ) and a matter component; by contrast, for a realistic
ΛCDM universe, where generally not just matter but also
other fluid components are present (e.g., massive neutri-
nos), Y differs (mildly) from unity reflecting the fact that
matter couples to other fluid components gravitationally.
In addition, Y 6= 1 can be established by a wealth of mod-
ified gravity scenarios (see [2] and references therein). In
the following, we will make no model-dependent assump-
tions how Y might look alike and thus leave it as a free
function.
To solve Eqs. (6a)–(6c), we assume that the fluid mo-
tion is irrotational and thus, the velocity can be fully
described by its divergence, θm = ∇·vm. Perturbing the
density and velocity according to (2), we obtain to first
order in Fourier space
δ′′m1 +
(
2 +
H ′
H
)
δ′m1 −
3
2
ΩmY δm1 = 0 . (7)
The growing mode solution for the density can be for-
mally written as δm1(z; k) = D(z; k) δ0(z0; k), where D
is the linear growth function which is normalized to
unity today, and δ0 is the present matter density. We
note that D is not only time dependent but in gen-
eral also scale dependent. Using the solution for the
4density, one immediately gets for the first-order veloc-
ity θm1 = −δ′m1 = −f1δm1, where the linear structure
growth rate f1 is defined by f1 ≡ D′/D.
Second-order solutions can be formally written as
δm2(z; k) =
∫
d3k12
(2pi)3
δ
(3)
D (k − k12)F2(z;k1,k2)
× δm1(z; k1) δm1(z; k2) , (8a)
θm2(z; k) =
∫
d3k12
(2pi)3
δ
(3)
D (k − k12)G2(z;k1,k2)
× δm1(z; k1) δm1(z; k2) , (8b)
where δ
(3)
D is the Dirac-delta distribution, F2 and G2
are perturbation kernels with symmetric k-dependence
in their arguments, and the matter density and veloc-
ity only depend on the magnitude of the wave vector
k ≡ |k|, due to statistical isotropy. For an Einstein-de
Sitter (EdS) universe the above kernels become time in-
dependent, and read in our sign convention
FEdS2 =
5
7
+
k1 · k2
2k1k2
[
k1
k2
+
k2
k1
]
+
2
7
(
k1 · k2
k1k2
)2
, (9)
GEdS2 = −
3
7
− k1 · k2
2k1k2
[
k1
k2
+
k2
k1
]
− 4
7
(
k1 · k2
k1k2
)2
. (10)
For an EdS universe these kernels are well known in the
literature [31], and are usually labelled with F2 and G2,
respectively. For a standard ΛCDM model or in modified
gravity, however, these kernels generally do depend on
time and could have a more complicated k-dependence.
Note that to construct the observables in the following,
we do not require explicit solutions for F2 and G2; we
only assume that solutions for δm and θm can be writ-
ten in terms of a power series in the linear density. Such
perturbative solutions should describe the physics suffi-
ciently well, provided that nonlinear corrections are small
with respect to the linear contributions, and that on the
considered scales vorticities and the effects from veloc-
ity dispersion can be neglected (see Sec. IX for details).
Furthermore, since in this paper we consider the modifi-
cation Y of the source term in the Poisson equation as a
free function, also F2 and G2 are effectively free functions
since they depend on Y .
Up to this point we have dealt with matter pertur-
bations in real space, but what we observe are galaxies,
measured in redshift space. We deal with the galaxy de-
scription as outlined in Sec. II, see in particular Eqs. (4a)–
(4b), where we employ a nonlocal bias description be-
tween the matter density δm and the galaxy density δg,
whereas according to assumption (d) we assume vm =
vg ≡ v. The next step is to incorporate the effects of
redshift-space distortions, resulting from the fact that the
observed comoving positions of galaxies s are modified by
their peculiar motion according to s = x+ vz(x)zˆ in the
plane-parallel limit, where zˆ is the unit vector along the
line of sight and vz is the projection of the peculiar veloc-
ity along the z axis. This leads to the following relation
between the galaxy density in redshift space, δsg(z;k),
and the one in real space, δg(z;x), i.e., [33]
δsg(z;k) =
∫
d3x e−ik·x [1 + δg(z;x)] e−ikzvz . (11)
Taylor expanding the fluid variables and the exponential
in the last expression, we obtain
δsg1(z;k) = S1(z;k1) δm1(z;k1) , (12)
δsg2(z;k) =
∫
d3k12
(2pi)3
δ
(3)
D (k − k12)S2(z;k1,k2)
× δm1(z;k1) δm1(z;k2) , (13)
with the kernels
S1 = b1 + f1µ
2
1 , (14)
S2 = −µ212G2 + b1(k12)F2
+
1
2
µ12k12
[
µ1
k1
b1(k2)f1(k1) +
µ2
k2
b1(k1)f1(k2)
]
+
(µ12k12)
2
2
µ1µ2
k1k2
f1(k1)f1(k2) +
1
2
b2(k1,k2) , (15)
where µ = k · zˆ/k is the cosine of the angle formed by
the direction of the observation zˆ and the wave vector k
and µi = ki · zˆ/ki. The kernel S1 is widely known in the
literature, in particular also in the frameworks of nonlocal
bias and DE models. To our knowledge, the second-order
kernel S2 has not been reported earlier in the context of
DE models. In the framework of nonlocal bias a very
similar kernel, however valid only for a ΛCDM universe,
has been derived in Ref. [33], and in the respective limit
our S2 agrees with the one of [33].
IV. POWER SPECTRUM IN REDSHIFT SPACE
To understand our methodology in the following sec-
tions, it is instructive to first investigate the linear ob-
servables that can be constructed from the galaxy power
spectrum [21]. The galaxy power spectrum in redshift
space is defined as〈
δsg(k1)δ
s
g(k2)
〉
c
= (2pi)3δ
(3)
D (k12)P
s
g(z;µ1, k1) , (16)
where we note that P sg depends not only on the magni-
tude but also on the cosine of the wave vector with re-
spect to the direction of the observation, since it acquires
an angular dependence due to the redshift-space distor-
tions. The matter power spectrum Pm(k), by contrast,
depends only on the modulus k due to the assumption of
statistical isotropy.
As for the perturbations of field variables, we can for-
mulate the power spectrum in terms of a power series
within perturbation theory, e.g., for the matter power
spectrum we have, to the leading order, that Pm =
Pm11 ∼ δ2m1. In the linear regime and for scales much
5smaller than the survey characteristic size, one can write
for the galaxy power spectrum
P sg(z; k, µ) =
(
b1 + f1µ
2
)2
Pm11 , (17)
where we remind the reader that the functions f1 and b1
depend generally on space and time. This expression can
be written in terms of a polynomial in µ:
P sg(z; k, µ) = Pm11(z; k)
∑
i
Pi µ
i , (18)
with the only nonvanishing coefficients
P0 = b
2
1 , P2 = 2b1f1 , P4 = f
2
1 . (19)
Observations can be made in principle at all values of µ.
This means that one can measure individually each term
in the µ expansion. Taking ratios of the various terms
in Eq. (18) one gets rid of Pm11 (and the unknown nor-
malization σ8), whose shape depends in general on initial
conditions. One obtains, for example, the quantity
P1 = f1/b1 (20)
from (2P4)/P2. The same procedure, extended to the
bispectrum, is at the core of the method presented below.
In addition to galaxy spectra, we will take into account
also shear lensing spectra and cross-correlation spectra of
lensing and galaxy clustering, in order to identify which
quantities can be measured directly from observations
without assumptions on the shape of the (bi-)spectra.
Further linear observables are reviewed in Sec. VII A.
V. BISPECTRUM IN REDSHIFT SPACE
We now continue with the next-to-leading order statis-
tical estimator. The galaxy bispectrum in redshift space
is defined as〈
δsg(k1)δ
s
g(k2)δ
s
g(k3)
〉
c
= (2pi)3δ
(3)
D (k123)Bg(k1,k2,k3).
(21)
The density bispectrum is nonzero only when non-
Gaussianities in the density are present. This is espe-
cially the case in the quasilinear regime of structure for-
mation, which encompasses also the linear regime. As
mentioned in Sec. II, we allow in the present analysis of
nonlinearities arising from the initial condition (PNG),
and of the weakly nonlinear evolution of matter.
For the galaxy bispectrum, we get to the leading order
Bg = 2S2(k1,k2)S1(k1)S1(k2)Pm11(k1)Pm11(k2)
+ two perms + S1(k1)S1(k2)S1(k3)Bm111 , (22)
where
〈δm1(k1)δm1(k2)δm1(k3)〉c = (2pi)3δ(3)D (k123)Bm111
(23)
is the said non-Gaussian component arising from primor-
dial/unknown physics.
The galaxy bispectrum in redshift space is a function
of five variables. The shape of the triangle is defined by
three variables: the length of two sides, i.e., the magni-
tude of two wave vectors, k1 and k2, and the angle be-
tween them, cos θ12 = k1 ·k2/(k1k2). The two remaining
variables characterize the orientation of the triangle with
respect to the line of sight: we take them to be the polar
angle of k1, ω = arccosµ1, and the azimuthal angle φ
around k1. All the angles between the wave vectors and
the line of sight can be written in terms of µ1 and φ [34],
µ1 =
k1 · zˆ
k1
, µ2 = µ1 cos θ12 −
√
1− µ21 sin θ12 cosφ ,
µ3 = −k1
k3
µ1 − k2
k3
µ2 . (24)
We now determine the explicit expressions for the galaxy
bispectrum for two fixed triangle configurations, namely
for the equilateral and the squeezed type.
A. The equilateral bispectrum
In the equilateral configuration all the wave vectors
have the same magnitude which we take to be k1 = k2 =
k3 ≡ k, from which it follows that ki ·kj/(kikj) = −1/2,
for i 6= j. Furthermore, the relation (24) between the
three µi’s simplifies to
µ2 = −µ1
2
−
√
3− 3µ21
cosφ
2
, µ3 = −µ1 − µ2 , (25)
which we use to replace all µ2’s and µ3’s in the general
expression for the bispectrum (22) in terms of µ1. We
are thus left with a bispectrum that depends only on two
angles, namely on µ1 and on the azimuthal angle φ. We
integrate out the azimuthal angle because of statistical
isotropy around the redshift axis. Thus, one finally ar-
rives at the equilateral bispectrum which is given in terms
of a polynomial in µ1,
Beqg = P
2
m11
∑
i
Beqi µ
i
1 , (26)
with nonvanishing coefficients Beq0 , B
eq
2 , B
eq
4 , B
eq
6 and
Beq8 . In the main text we only need the last two coeffi-
cients
Beq6 = −
177
1024
f21
(
f21 + 16G
eq
2 −
8
3
Qeqm111f1
)
, (27)
Beq8 = −
87
1024
f41 , (28)
where Geq2 is the second-order velocity kernel in the equi-
lateral configuration, and we have defined the reduced
intrinsic bispectrum
Qeqm111 ≡ Beqm111/P 2m11 . (29)
The complete list of bispectrum coefficients is given in
Appendix A.
6B. The squeezed bispectrum
The squeezed bispectrum is a specific limit that cor-
relates density perturbations on essentially two different
scales to each other. In that limit, two density pertur-
bations which are usually taken to be well inside the
horizon, are correlated with another perturbation close
to the horizon (or beyond). The corresponding triangle
configuration in that limit is such that one wave vec-
tor, ∆k, is much smaller than the other two. We choose
k1 = k2 = k, and k3 = ∆k. We leave ∆k as a free param-
eter but note that the squeezed approximation becomes
more accurate when ∆k/k → 0. In the present paper we
assume that the correlation length k is in the linear or in
the quasilinear regime, where second-order perturbation
theory is a good approximation of the underlying physics,
whereas ∆k is on sufficiently large scales where pertur-
bations should mostly follow the overall Hubble flow and
are otherwise well described by linear perturbation the-
ory. For the squeezed bispectrum, we thus assume the
existence of an intermediate regime where we can use the
linear observables as linear operators on functions which
depend on the squezzed bispectrum triangle side ∆k (see
the following).
From the µi relations (24), we get µ2 ' −µ1 for all
values of the azimuthal angle φ, and the latter drops
out. Thus, we can write the squeezed bispectrum as a
polynomial of two cosines,
Bsqg =
∑
i,j
Bsqij µ
i
1µ
j
∆k , (30)
with the only nonvanishing coefficients
Bsq00 = a1b1b1,∆k + b
sq
2,12b
2
1P
2
m11 +B
sq
m111b
2
1b1,∆k , (31)
B¯sq02 = a1b1b1,∆k +B
sq
m111b
2
1b1,∆k , (32)
Bsq20 = a1f1b1,∆k + a2b1b1,∆k + 2b
sq
2,12b1f1P
2
m11
+ 2Bsqm111f1b1b1,∆k , (33)
B¯sq22 = a1f1b1,∆k + a2b1b1,∆k + 2B
sq
m111f1b1b1,∆k , (34)
Bsq40 = a2f1b1,∆k + b
sq
2,12f
2
1P
2
m11 +B
sq
m111f
2
1 b1,∆k , (35)
B¯sq42 = a2f1b1,∆k +B
sq
m111f
2
1 b1,∆k , (36)
where we have introduced the shorthand notation bsq2,12 ≡
bsq2 (k1,k2), and Pm11,∆k ≡ Pm11(∆k), etc., and defined
a1 =
(
bsq2,13 + b
sq
2,23 + 4b1F
sq
2,eff
)
Pm11Pm11,∆k , (37)
a2 =
(
2b1,∆kf1 −Gsq2,eff
)
Pm11Pm11,∆k . (38)
The bar indicates the ratio B¯sq02 = P−11,∆kBsq02 etc., where
P1,∆k = f1,∆k/b1,∆k is the linear observable in the ∆k
mode, which is assumed to be in the quasilinear regime.
As promised above, P1,∆k is thus to be understood as an
operator acting on given functions. By contrast, we do
not make use of the operator P1 ≡ P1(k) as the k-mode
could be in the quasilinear regime where the operator P1
delivers possibly a poor approximation of the underly-
ing physics. We have defined 2Fsq2,eff ≡ Fsq2,13 + Fsq2,23 and
2Gsq2,eff ≡ Gsq2,13 + Gsq2,23 which are free of infrared diver-
gences even in the vicinity of ∆k → 0. We note that
in deriving the above expressions, we have assumed that
F2,12 = F2(k,−k) = 0, a relation which is trivial to see in
an EdS universe but generally holds also in DE models,
as we shall prove in Appendix C.
The galaxy bispectrum coefficients contain mostly too
cluttered information about unknowns, and this is why
we investigate in the following more sources of potential
observables. Nevertheless, some of the above coefficients
will become essential when determining our observables.
VI. LENSING AND LENSING-GALAXY
CROSS-SPECTRA
Weak lensing, together with cross-correlations, pro-
vides another important tool in our analysis to gain fur-
ther knowledge of quasilinear structure formation. To
discuss weak lensing we make use of the scalar line ele-
ment ds2 = − (1 + 2Ψ) dt2 + a2 (1 + 2Φ) dx2 up to sec-
ond order. We neglect vector and tensor modes as we
are usually interested in DE modifications of the scalar
type. Secondary vector and tensor modes, even present in
standard ΛCDM cosmologies (see e.g. [35]), are ignored
as well, as their impact should be vanishingly small on
the scales we consider.
Dark energy models usually modify the source term in
the Poisson equation (6c), and on top of that, modifica-
tions in the gravitational slip are expected as well, the
latter defined by
η = −Φ
Ψ
. (39)
In ΛCDM we have η → 1, however, only to first order in
perturbation theory, and when ignoring massive neutri-
nos and the effects of baryons. As regards to the impact
of baryons, as we do limit our analysis to sufficiently large
scales where baryonic effects should be small (see our as-
sumption (b)), we nevertheless expect that for weakly
nonlinear scales, a mild baryonic impact could be incor-
porated in our framework. In any case, as mentioned
above, we leave η as a free function and do not invoke
any specific parametrization.
Gravitational lensing is unaffected by redshift-space
distortions or the (unknown) bias, and is instead only
sensitive to the total matter perturbation,
k2Φlens = k
2 (Ψ− Φ) = −3
2
Σ Ωmδm , (40)
where we have defined the modified lensing function Σ =
Y (1 + η), with Y → 1, however, only in the “simplistic”
ΛCDM model (see above) which we do not assume. What
we truly observe in a measurement of gravitational lens-
ing is the projection of the three-dimensional power spec-
trum and the bispectrum on a two-dimensional sphere
7integrated along the line of sight. The integral involves a
window function that depends on the survey specification
and geometry of the background space-time. Assuming a
perfect knowledge of the window function one can differ-
entiate the integral relation between the 3D and the 2D
spectra and therefore link the unprojected 3D bispectrum
to the actual observations.
A. Lensing bispectrum
We define the lensing bispectrum as
Ω3m
〈
Σ(k1)δm(k1) Σ(k2)δm(k2) Σ(k3)δm(k3)
〉
c
≡
(2pi)3δ
(3)
D (k123)Blens(k1, k2, k3) . (41)
Since the lensing signal is not sensitive to redshift-space
distortions, the lensing bispectrum will not be affected
by any projection effects. We obtain at the leading order
for the equilateral configuration
Beqlens = Ω
3
mΣ
3
(
6Feq2 P
2
m11 +B
eq
m111
)
, (42)
and for the squeezed configuration
Bsqlens = Ω
3
mΣ
2Σ∆k
(
4Fsq2,effPm11Pm11,∆k +B
sq
m111
)
.
(43)
B. Lensing-galaxy cross bispectra
We also consider two types of cross-correlations be-
tween galaxy and lensing signal, the first is the galaxy-
galaxy-lensing bispectrum, defined by
Ωm
〈
δsg(k1) δ
s
g(k2) Σ(k3)δ(k3)
〉
c
≡
(2pi)3δ
(3)
D (k123)B
ggl(k1,k2,k3) , (44)
which is in the equilateral configuration
Bggl,eq = ΩmΣP
2
m11
∑
i
Bggl,eqi µ
i
1 , (45)
with nonvanishing coefficients Bggl,eq0 , B
ggl,eq
2 , B
ggl,eq
4 ,
and Bggl,eq6 . All coefficients are reported in Appendix A,
in the following we only need the last one, i.e.,
Bggl,eq6 = −
59
128
f31 . (46)
We have also derived the squeezed limit of that cross-
bispectra, together with the other cross-bispectrum, the
lensing-lensing-galaxy bispectrum, defined by
Ω2m
〈
Σ(k1)δ(k1) Σ(k2)δ(k2) δ
s
g(k3)
〉
c
≡
(2pi)3δ
(3)
D (k123)B
llg(k1,k2,k3) , (47)
and we report all coefficients in Appendix A. We note
that in deriving the equilateral coefficients for the cross-
correlators Bggl and Bllg, we have integrated out the
azimuthal angular dependence φ as explained around
Eq. (25).
A comment on stochastic biasing models (see e.g. [36])
is in order. In that class of phenomenological models,
one introduces correlation coefficients, usually dubbed r,
that parametrize the disknowledge of the underlying de-
terministic formation process of biased tracers [33]. Since
we do not assume any simplified bias model, our nonlocal
bias model incorporates the stochasticity between matter
and galaxy fields, and thus, we do not need to introduce
these correlation coefficients for our cross-correlators. See
Sec. II E in Ref. [33] for a highly related discussion.
VII. OBSERVABLES
The cosine-independent coefficients of the various sorts
of bispectra are not directly observable since they are
proportional to the model-dependent matter power spec-
trum and to the unknown normalization of the den-
sity fluctuation amplitude. However, taking ratios of
these coefficients, these unknowns drop out. Taking the
time derivative of a coefficient by subsequent division
by a coefficient is another useful operation, since un-
knowns disappear. Thus, this methodology provides ac-
cess to a wealth of cosmological information in a model-
independent way.
In the following we briefly summarize the findings of
linear observables that can be obtained from the galaxy
and lensing power spectrum, then we extend the set of
observables into the quasilinear regime, by the use of the
above bispectrum coefficients.
A. Linear observables
This section summarizes the findings from the litera-
ture [14, 19, 37–40], and we follow in particular the pro-
cedure of Ref. [21]. There it has been shown that taking
the ratio of the power spectrum coefficients P2 and 2P4
(see Eq. (19)), one gets b1/f1, whereas taking the time
derivative of P4 divided by P4 gives f1 + f
′
1/f1. Another
important linear observable is ΩmΣ/f1, which is obtained
by taking the ratio of the lensing power spectrum and P4.
In summary, the linear observables are [21]
P1 = f1/b1 , P2 = Ωm0Σ/f1 ,
P3 = f1 + f ′1/f1 .
(48)
Interestingly, we obtain these (and many more) observ-
ables also from the bispectrum coefficients, with the
important difference, that the bispectrum coefficients
should hold on a wider range of scales, simply because
they are obtained by using a better approximation in
perturbation theory.
8The above linear observables are well known in the
literature, and we note that P1 is often denoted with β
[39, 40], whereas P2 is sometimes called EG [14].
B. Quasilinear observables
It is straightforward to confirm from our bispectrum
coefficients the findings of P1–P3, but now obtained from
a wider range of cosmological scales,
B1 = B
sq
40 − B¯sq42
Bsq00 − B¯sq02
=
f21
b21
, (49)
B2 = −87E
2ΩmΣB
ggl,eq
6
472(1 + z)3Beq8
=
Ωm0Σ
f1
, (50)
B3 = 1
4
(
Beq8 P
2
m1
)′
Beq8 P
2
m1
= f1 +
f ′1
f1
. (51)
The equivalence of these observables with P1–P3 can be
used to establish a consistency relation in various ways.
For example if the actual measurements from both the
linear and quasilinear regime yield inconsistent results,
there could be some unresolved systematic in the theory
or analysis.
Note that the above observables are independent of
the unknown intrinsic bispectrum contribution Bm111 (or
Qm111). In fact, since we do not want to specify the DE
model, second-order perturbations arising from the non-
linear matter evolution are indistinguishable from PNG
modifications, as it is also evident from the following two
observables,
B4 = − 29B
eq
lens
2048Beq8 P
2
m11B33
= f−11 F
eq
2 +
Qeqm111
6f1
, (52)
B5 = 29B
eq
6
944Beq8
− 1
16
= f−21 G
eq
2 −
Qeqm111
6f1
. (53)
However, summing up these two observables, we ob-
tain another important observable that is independent
of Qm111,
B6 = B4 + B5 = f−11 Feq2 + f−21 Geq2 . (54)
This observable will become crucial in the following sec-
tion when we establish a nonlinear model-independent
constraint.
What knowledge can be gained about the nonlocal bias
coefficients? We find model-independent constraints for
the following bias ratios,
B7 = b
eq
2
b21
, B8 =
bsq2,12
b21
, (55)
which we shall derive in Appendix B, where we also
provide even more observables. What is missing is a
similar uncluttered observable involving bsq2,13 or b
sq
2,23,
which, however, we have been unable to find.
VIII. MODEL-INDEPENDENT CONSTRAINTS
A. Linear regime
Observe that the PDE for the linear matter density,
Eq. (7), can be rewritten in terms of a PDE for f1,
f ′1 + f
2
1 + f1
(
2 +
E ′
E
)
=
3
2
ΩmY , (56)
where we remind the reader that E = H/H0, and we have
Ωm = Ωm0
(1 + z)3
E2 . (57)
In Ref. [21] it has been shown, using the set of linear
observables (48), that the above equation turns into a
relation for the anisotropic stress η,
3P2(1 + z)3
2E2 (P3 + 2 + E ′/E) − 1 = η . (58)
This relation implies a model-independent constraint of
η in terms of linear observables, a powerful result that
can be used e.g. to rule out entire classes of DE models.
B. Quasilinear regime
Here we seek a similar relation as above, now ob-
tained, however, from our novel quasilinear observables.
To achieve this, we use the linear result θm1 = −f1δm1
and the fully general ansatz (cf. Eqs. (8); here suppress-
ing the integrals and Dirac deltas because of notational
simplicity)
δm2 = F2 δm1δm1 , θm2 = G2 δm1δm1 (59)
in Eqs. (6a)–(6b) together with the modified Poisson
equation (6c). Taking the divergence of Eq. (6b), expand-
ing Eqs. (6a)–(6b) in perturbation theory and Fourier
transforming the resulting expressions, these equations
become, respectively, at second order
9{F′2 + F2 [f1(k1) + f1(k2)]} δm1δm1 =
{
1
2
k1 · k2
k1k2
[
f1(k1)k2
k1
+
f1(k2)k1
k2
]
−G2 + 1
2
f1(k1) +
1
2
f1(k2)
}
δm1δm1 , (60)
{G′2 +G2 [f1(k1) + f1(k2)]} δm1 δm1 =
{
−
(
2 +
E ′
E
)
G2 − f1(k1)f1(k2)
(
k1 · k2
k1k2
)2
− 1
2
f1(k1)f1(k2)
k1 · k2
k1k2
[
k1
k2
+
k2
k1
]
− 3
2
ΩmY F2
}
δm1δm1 . (61)
These relations must also hold for specific configurations and without loop integrals (see App. D for a rigorous proof).
For example, in the equilateral case we get the two relations
Feq2
′
+ 2f1F
eq
2 =
f1
2
−Geq2 , (62)
Geq2
′
+ 2f1G
eq
2 = −
(
2 +
E ′
E
)
Geq2 +
f21
4
− 3
2
ΩmY F
eq
2 . (63)
Now, making use of these equations, and the quantity
f21B6 = f1Feq2 + Geq2 with its time derivative, Geq2 ′ =(
f21B6
)′−f ′1Feq2 −f1Feq2 ′, we obtain a model-independent
realization of f1. For this we first use Eq. (62) to get an
expression for Feq2
′
, and then plug this into the expression
for Geq2
′
in terms of B6. We get
Geq2
′
=
(
f21B6
)′ − f ′1Feq2 − f212 + f31B6 + f21Feq2 . (64)
Plugging this in (63) we finally get after a little algebra
3
4B6 −
B′6
B6 − 2B3 −
(
2 +
E ′
E
)
= f1 , (65)
where we have used Eqs. (51) and (56). This is our main
result. We stress that the lhs is obtained from model-
independent observables, and thus this equation delivers
a model-independent measurement of f1. Furthermore
we note that Eq. (65) is independent of the modified Pois-
son source function Y , as the latter drops out during the
derivation of (65).
Having obtained f1, we get from the quasilinear ob-
servables (49) and (55) the bias parameters b1, b
eq
2 and
bsq2,12 as well as the quantity Ωm0Σ. If we furthermore use
the linear relation (58) that gives η, we also get Ωm0Y ,
by virtue of Σ = Y (1 + η), i.e.,
Ωm0Y =
2f1B2E2(P3 + 2 + E ′/E)
3P2(1 + z)3 . (66)
These are our final results, and we remind the reader that
they are valid under assumptions (a)–(e), see Sec. II.
IX. CHALLENGES OF PERTURBATION
THEORY
The linear and quasilinear observables, together with
the constraint equations have been obtained within the
framework of SPT, the latter being based on a single-
stream fluid description which breaks down when parti-
cle trajectories begin to intersect. At that instant, the
fluid enters the multi-stream regime and velocities be-
come multi-valued, which evidently excites higher-order
kinetic moments of the Vlasov hierarchy — such as the
velocity dispersion tensor (see e.g. [31]). Also, even if the
fluid was initially curlfree, vorticities are generated in the
multi-stream regime. Both the presence of a nonvanish-
ing velocity dispersion and vorticity could restrict the va-
lidity of parts of the above calculation to sufficiently large
scales, although it is expected that both effects hamper
the analysis deep in the nonlinear regime the most.
Let us first elucidate the consequences of the presence
of vorticity generation in the multi-stream regime, that
we have neglected in the present paper. Nonvanishing
vorticity implies that the velocity cannot be described
by just its divergence θm. As a result, the velocity power
spectrum is a superposition of two power spectra, one
for its divergence and the other for its noncurlfree part.
Since our observables make use only of the divergence
part of the total velocity power spectrum, one could
question whether the estimators could be biased in the
presence of vorticity. The effect of vorticity on the to-
tal velocity power spectrum has been investigated by a
suite of cosmological simulations in Ref. [41]. There it has
been shown that at late times (z = 0), the amplitude of
the vorticity power spectrum is by a factor of about 250
smaller compared to the one from the divergence part for
scales larger than 0.4h/Mpc (see their Fig. 3; notice, how-
ever, the residual dependence on the mass resolution for
the extraction of the vorticity power spectrum). Thus,
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for sufficiently large scales only little power gets trans-
ferred to the curl part of the velocity, and vorticity can
be safely neglected.
The next issue we discuss is the effect of velocity dis-
persion in the onset of multi-streaming. Incorporating
velocity dispersion is generally a small-scale problem that
must be modelled deep in the multi-stream regime, but in
several numerical studies it has been shown that redshift
matter polyspectra could be affected on mildly nonlin-
ear or even linear scales (e.g., [34, 41]). Also, not only
the matter density but also the matter velocity diver-
gence receives corrections induced through velocity dis-
persion, and the respective feedbacks have been assessed
in Ref. [41]. There the authors report that at late times
1% corrections arise on the velocity divergence matter
power spectrum at scales smaller than 0.1h/Mpc. Es-
timating the corrections induced through velocity dis-
persion is, however, a difficult task, and in Ref. [41] the
authors have applied only a linearization-based estimate
of the impact of velocity dispersion. Furthermore, it re-
mains unclear whether the measured velocity dispersion
in these simulations is physical or remnants of finite res-
olution effects [42].
Accurate theoretical modelling of the effect of velocity
dispersion on redshift polyspectra is still an open prob-
lem, although considerable progress has been made in the
past years. Advanced models make use for example of re-
summation schemes that resum the infinite SPT series in
Lagrangian space [43, 44], or for example the distribution
function approach [45, 46] that uses an extended version
of perturbation theory to capture velocity dispersion ef-
fects more accurately than SPT. The simplest models,
by contrast, are motivated by phenomenological consid-
erations and modify the redshift galaxy power- and bis-
pectrum by hand (e.g., [47–49]). All the models so far in
the literature essentially introduce a suppression factor
in the power- and bispectrum. These suppression factors
have in common that all of them affect mostly the overall
shape of the polyspectra, whereas leaving other features
such as the “wiggle information” (i.e., baryonic acoustic
oscillations) almost unaltered (see e.g., Fig. 2 of Ref. [44]).
Thus, when restricting to sufficiently large scales, we ex-
pect that our observables are mostly unaffected by ve-
locity dispersion, since the shape information cancels out
when taking the ratios of different µ coefficients of the
bispectra.
A significant nonzero velocity dispersion, however,
would alter the momentum conservation of matter, i.e.,
the velocity dispersion tensor would explicitly appear
in Eq. (6b) and consequently also in (65). Fortunately,
our observables are measured from galaxy samples and
not from the dark matter distribution directly, and it
is known that velocity dispersion effects are generally
smaller for galaxies than for matter, especially if a sample
of central galaxies can be selected [46, 50]. Nonetheless
we believe that the assumption of small velocity disper-
sion in the present paper is the most stringent one, i.e.,
the one which limits the validity of the present approach
to sufficiently large scales. We thus consider further the-
oretical investigations in this direction as an important
task, but beyond the scope of the present study.
X. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that, without imposing any DE
parametrization, cosmological observations can measure
only (1) Ωk0 and E = H/H0 at the background level;
(2) the combinations P1 = f1/b1, P2 = Ωm0Σ/f1 and
P3 = f1 + f ′1/f1 at the linear level; and (3) the novel
observables B1 − B10 and C1 − C4 that are applicable in
the quasilinear regime. (A concise list of these nonlin-
ear observables is given in Appendix B.) The observables
P1 − P3 and B1 − B3 are formally identical, with the
difference that the former are obtained from a strictly
linear analysis, whereas the latter includes the leading
nonlinearities. However, the quasilinear observables also
apply to the linear scales and thus, our quasilinear ob-
servables can probe a larger range of scales than could be
done with a strictly linear analysis. Furthermore, apply-
ing both the linear and quasilinear observables to linear
scales only, the respective measurements of the observ-
ables must deliver identical results. From this one could
perform consistency tests that rule out entire classes of
DE models.
Many unknowns remain unknowns, especially Ωm0, the
DE density parameter Ωx, and we are left with a degen-
eracy between non-Gaussianities in the initial conditions
(arising from PNG) and non-Gaussianities from the mat-
ter evolution. From our nonlinear observables, however,
we can derive a model-independent constraint equation
given in Eq. (65). This relation should hold for a wide
range of DE models, and, if verified by cosmological ob-
servations, can be used to obtain a model-independent
measure of f1. That in turn, in combination with our ob-
servables, enables us to reconstruct the bias parameters
b1 and b2, and the quantities Ωm0Y and Ωm0Σ. Lastly,
having f1 one gets the normalization-dependent quantity
R = Df1σ8δm0 [21], from which one gets σ
2
8Pm1 as well.
All the practical limitations of a real measurement,
that we neglect here, are of course the most challenging
problem to handle (see e.g., [51–53]). This paper, thus,
should be understood as a potential starting point for a
long journey with many hurdles ahead, with the final goal
to reconstruct or reject entire classes of DE cosmologies.
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Appendix A: All bispectrum coefficients
In the main text we have mentioned only bispectrum
coefficients that are relevant in deriving our main results,
while skipping other coefficients. Here we give a complete
list of bispectrum coefficients.
The galaxy bispectrum in the equilateral configuration
reads
Beqg = P
2
m11
∑
i
Beqi µ
i
1 , (A1)
with the nonvanishing coefficients
Beq0 =
27
128
f21 b
eq
2 +
3
4
f1b
3
1 + 6b
3
1F
eq
2 + 3b
2
1b
eq
2 +
27
64
f21 b
2
1
+ 3f1b
2
1F
eq
2 −
3
2
b21G
eq
2 +
3
2
f1b1b
eq
2 +
27
64
f21 b1F
eq
2
− 27
32
f1b1G
eq
2 +Q
eq
m111
(
b31 +
3
4
b21f1 +
27b1f
2
1
128
)
, (A2)
Beq2 =
3
4
f1b
3
1 +
9
32
f21 b
2
1 + 3f1b
2
1F
eq
2 −
3
2
b21G
eq
2 +
3
2
f1b1b
eq
2
+
9
32
f21 b1F
eq
2 −
9
16
f1b1G
eq
2 +
9
64
f21 b
eq
2 −
135
1024
f41
− 81
64
f21G
eq
2 +
3f1
128
Qeqm111
(
32b21 + 6b1f1 + 9f
2
1
)
, (A3)
Beq4 =
27
128
f21 b
eq
2 +
351
1024
f41 +
27
64
f21 b1F
eq
2 −
27
32
f1b1G
eq
2
+
27
64
f21 b
2
1 +
117
32
f21G
eq
2 +
3f21
128
Qeqm111 (9b1 − 26f1) ,
(A4)
Beq6 = −
177
1024
f21
(
f21 + 16G
eq
2 −
8
3
Qeqm111f1
)
, (A5)
Beq8 = −
87
1024
f41 , (A6)
where
Qeqm111 ≡ Beqm111/P 2m11 . (A7)
For the squeezed galaxy bispectrum we have
Bsqg =
∑
i,j
Bsqij µ
i
1µ
j
∆k , (A8)
with the only nonvanishing coefficients
Bsq00 = a1b1b1,∆k + b
sq
2,12b
2
1P
2
m11 +B
sq
m111b
2
1b1,∆k , (A9)
B¯sq02 = a1b1b1,∆k +B
sq
m111b
2
1b1,∆k , (A10)
Bsq20 = a1f1b1,∆k + a2b1b1,∆k + 2b
sq
2,12b1f1P
2
m11
+ 2Bsqm111f1b1b1,∆k , (A11)
B¯sq22 = a1f1b1,∆k + a2b1b1,∆k + 2B
sq
m111f1b1b1,∆k ,
(A12)
Bsq40 = a2f1b1,∆k + b
sq
2,12f
2
1P
2
m11 +B
sq
m111f
2
1 b1,∆k ,(A13)
B¯sq42 = a2f1b1,∆k +B
sq
m111f
2
1 b1,∆k , (A14)
where
a1 =
(
bsq2,13 + b
sq
2,23 + 4b1F
sq
2,eff
)
Pm11Pm11,∆k , (A15)
a2 =
(
4f2F
sq
2,eff − 2[f1 + f1,∆k/2] + 2b1,∆kf1
)
× Pm11Pm11,∆k . (A16)
For the pure lensing bispectra, we get in the equilateral
configuration
Beqlens = Ω
3
mΣ
3
(
6Feq2 P
2
m11 +B
eq
m111
)
, (A17)
and in the squeezed configuration
Bsqlens = Ω
3
mΣ
2Σ∆k
(
4Fsq2,effPm11Pm11,∆k +B
sq
m111
)
,
(A18)
which, evidently, have no angular dependence.
Next is the cross-bispectrum ’galaxy-galaxy-lensing’
which is in the equilateral configuration
Bggl,eq = ΩmΣP
2
m11
∑
i
Bggl,eqi µ
i
1 , (A19)
with
Bggl,eq0 =
3
8
f1b
eq
2 +
3
8
f1b
2
1 + 6b
2
1F
eq
2 + 2b1b
eq
2 +
3
2
f1b1F
eq
2
− 3
4
b1G
eq
2 +
1
8
Qeqm111
(
8b21 + 3b1f1
)
, (A20)
Bggl,eq2 =
7
8
f1b
2
1 +
7
8
f1b
eq
2 −
27
128
f31 +
3
4
f21F
eq
2 +
9
16
f21 b1
+
7
2
f1b1F
eq
2 −
7
4
b1G
eq
2 −
3
2
f1G
eq
2
+
1
8
Qeqm111
(
7b1f1 + 3f
2
1
)
, (A21)
Bggl,eq4 =
1
16
f21 b1 +
39
64
f31 −
1
4
f21F
eq
2 +
1
2
f1G
eq
2
− 1
8
Qeqm111f
2
1 , (A22)
Bggl,eq6 = −
59
128
f31 , (A23)
and in the squeezed configuration
Bggl,sq = ΩmΣ∆k
∑
i
Bggl,sqi µ
i
1 , (A24)
with coefficients
Bggl,sq0 = b1a1 +B
sq
m111b
2
1 , (A25)
Bggl,sq2 = f1a1 + b1a2 + 2B
sq
m111b1f1 , (A26)
Bggl,sq4 = f1a2 +B
sq
m111f
2
1 , (A27)
with a1 and a2 as above.
The second cross-bispectrum we consider is the
lensing-lensing-galaxy bispectrum, defined by
Ω2m
〈
Σ(k1)δ(k1) Σ(k2)δ(k2) δ
s
g(k3)
〉
c
≡
(2pi)3δ
(3)
D (k123)B
llg(k1,k2,k3) , (A28)
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which is in the equilateral configuration
Bllg,eq = Ω2mΣ
2P 2m11
∑
i
Bllg,eqi µ
i
1 , (A29)
with
Bllg,eq0 = b
eq
2 +
3
8
f1b1 + 6b1F
eq
2 +
3
2
f1F
eq
2 −
3
4
Geq2
+Qeqm111
(
b1 +
3
8
f1
)
, (A30)
Bllg,eq2 =
3
16
f21 −
1
8
f1b1 − 1
2
f1F
eq
2 +
1
4
Geq2 −
1
8
Qeqm111f1 ,
(A31)
Bllg,eq4 = −
5
16
f21 , (A32)
and in the squeezed configuration
Bllg,sq = Ω2mΣ
2
∑
i
Bllg,sqi µ
i
∆k , (A33)
with
Bllg,sq0 = 4b1,∆kF
sq
2,effPm11Pm11,∆k + b
sq
2,12P
2
m11
+Bsqm111b1,∆k , (A34)
Bllg,sq2 = 4f1,∆kF
sq
2,effPm11Pm11,∆k +B
sq
m111f1,∆k .
(A35)
Appendix B: More nonlinear observables
Here we report the full list of nonlinear observables
including their derivations,
B1 = B
sq
40 − B¯sq42
Bsq00 − B¯sq02
=
f21
b21
, (B1)
B2 = −87E
2ΩmΣB
ggl,eq
6
472(1 + z)3Beq8
=
Ωm0Σ
f1
, (B2)
B3 = 1
4
(
Beq8 P
2
m1
)′
Beq8 P
2
m1
= f1 +
f ′1
f1
, (B3)
B4 = − 29B
eq
lens
2048Beq8 P
2
m11B33
= f−11 F
eq
2 +
Qeqm111
6f1
, (B4)
B5 = 29B
eq
6
944Beq8
− 1
16
= f−21 G
eq
2 −
Qeqm111
6f1
, (B5)
B6 = B4 + B5 = f−11 Feq2 + f−21 Geq2 , (B6)
B7 = 3B
1/2
1 C1/16− 3/8− 6B4
3/8 + 2B−1/21
=
beq2
b21
, (B7)
B8 = B1C2(1 + C3) =
bsq2,12
b21
, (B8)
B9 =
BsqlensB−1/21,∆k C−14,∆k
B1C24Bsq00 −Bllg,sq0
= b1
4Fsq2,eff +Q
sq
m111
bsq2,13 + b
sq
2,23
, (B9)
B10 = G
B¯sq22 − 2B¯sq42B−1/21 −GB1/21
=
bsq2,13 + b
sq
2,23
4f1F
sq
2,eff − 2f1b1,∆k + 4Gsq2,eff
, (B10)
and
C1 = −5B
llg,eq
2 + 3B
llg,eq
4
Bllg,eq4
+ 2B−1/21
= −8f−11 Feq2 + 4f−21 Geq2 − 2f−11 Qeqm111 , (B11)
C2 = − 177
1024
Bsq40 − B¯sq42
Beq6 P
2
m1
=
bsq2,12
f21 + 16G
eq
2 − 8f1Qeqm111/3
,
(B12)
C3 = 87B
eq
6
177Beq8
− 1 = 16f−21 Geq2 −
8
3
f−11 Q
eq
m111 , (B13)
C4 = (1 + z)
3
E2 B2 . (B14)
In deriving the above we have defined a quantity that is
dependent on the normalization of density fluctuations
and, thus, generally not an observable,
G = Bsq00 − C−24 B−11 Ω2mΣ2Bllg,sq0
= (bsq2,13 + b
sq
2,23)b1b1,∆kPP∆k . (B15)
Appendix C: Evolution equations in squeezed limit
In Sec. VIII, we have derived a relation from the
fluid equations by applying the equilateral limit to
the wave dependence of the kernels. Here we repeat
the analysis for the squeezed case, also to prove that
Fsq2,12 = F2(k,−k) = 0.
Using Eqs. (60)–(61) as a starting point and taking the
squeezed limit, we obtain, respectively,{
Fsq2,12
′
+ 2f1F
sq
2,12
}
δ2m1 = −Gsq2,12δ2m1 , (C1){
Gsq2,12
′
+ 2f1G
sq
2,12
}
δ2m1 ={
−
(
2 +
H ′
H
)
Gsq2,12 −
3
2
ΩmY F
sq
2,12
}
δ2m1 . (C2)
Defining δsq2 = F
sq
2,12δ
2
m1 and θ
sq
2 = G
sq
2,12δ
2
m1, we can com-
bine these equations into the following PDE,
δsq2
′′
+
(
2 +
H ′
H
)
δsq2
′ − 3
2
ΩmY δ
sq
2 = 0 . (C3)
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This PDE coincides exactly with the one obtained for the
linear matter density, Eq. (7), thus its solution will grow
with the same linear amplitude D. But since δ2 is of
second order with the fastest growing mode potentially
of the order of D2, we conclude that the above PDE for
δsq2 excites nothing more but decaying modes, and thus
we can set δsq2 = 0, from which follows that F
sq
2,12 = 0.
Appendix D: Evolution equations for the matter
bispectrum
In Sec. VIII B we have determined evolution equations
that lead subsequently to the constraint equation (65).
For its derivation we have argued that we can drop two
loop integrals and a Dirac delta. Here we provide a more
rigorous derivation that obviously leads to the identical
final result (65).
Actually, to understand our methodology, it is suffi-
cient to focus on the lhs term of Eq. (60) for which we
again restore the double integrals and the Dirac delta. In
that term we interchange some dependences according to
k→ k3, k1 → k4, k2 → k5, and write equivalently
∫
d3k45
(2pi)3
δ
(3)
D (k3 − k45) {F′2(k4,k5) + F2(k4,k5) [f1(k4) + f1(k5)]} δm1(k4) δm1(k5) . (D1)
Multiplying this by δm1(k1) δm1(k2) and taking the correlator of the resulting expression, we have∫
d3k45
(2pi)3
δ
(3)
D (k3 − k45) {F′2(k4,k5) + F2(k4,k5) [f1(k4) + f1(k5)]}
〈
δm1(k1) δm1(k2) δm1(k4) δm1(k5)
〉
c
= 2(2pi)3δ
(3)
D (k123) {F′2(k1,k2) + F2(k1,k2) [f1(k1) + f1(k2)]}Pm1(k1)Pm1(k2) , (D2)
where we have used Wick’s theorem [31] and discarded a
zero-mode term ∝ δ(3)D (k3). The rhs term in Eq. (D2)
is only nonzero if the closure condition, dictated by
δ
(3)
D (k123), is satisfied. This is indeed the case for the bis-
pectrum where the three wave vectors form a closed trian-
gle in Fourier space. By contrast, the omitted zero-mode
term that is proportional to δ
(3)
D (k3) dictates k3 = 0 and
no triangle closure condition.
The same technique applies to the rhs of Eq. (60) [and,
of course, to the whole Eq. (61) as well]; dropping the
Dirac delta, some constant factors and the two power
spectra, we then obtain for the equilateral triangle config-
uration Eq. (62) [and Eq. (63), respectively], which con-
cludes the proof.
Finally, we note that the above technique delivers evo-
lution equations not for the fluid variables but for the
bispectrum. In general, this technique of course applies
not only to the bispectrum but to any polyspectrum.
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